What’s your favorite thing to watch on TV?
“‘How I Met Your Mother,’ the characters are
funny and the storyline is really interesting.”
Abram Villanueva, Junior

“‘Jersey Shore’ is really funny to
watch.”
Perla Gonzales, Senior

“‘Family Feud,’ because the host is
hilarious.”
Naomi Aquino, Senior

“ESPN, it keeps me updated on sports.”
Eddie Herrera, Senior

Arrested Development

There’s always money in the banana stand.
“‘Grey’s Anatomy’; it has a lot of drama and
If you are familiar with that phrase, then you have
always keeps you on your toes.”
seen this great, understated sitcom. Last summer, “ArLinda Lin, Senior
rested Development”, a brilliantly-scripted show, began
screening the entirety of its seasons on Netflix Instant for the
first time since its original airing between 2003-2006. It became a
crowd favorite, and for good reason. We follow the bizarre and ironic dilemmas of the Bluths, who are wealthy moguls recently exposed
“‘The Office’, it’s amazing and hilarious.”
for being corrupt. The characters stick to you and their unique, zany
Mark Fukuda, Junior
habits become fodder for inside jokes. This show is no “Full House”
or other incredibly cheesy laugh track-ridden sitcoms. It’s dry, witty
and perfectly dysfunctional. It would take more time for me to write
a quick description of each character than it would for you to find,
in any way, shape or form, five minutes of this comedic nir“‘Spongebob’! I love the older episodes more
vana. If the chance arises, don’t hesitate! It’s very good!
than the newer ones though.”
Similar Shows: The Office, Modern Family, Community

MICHELLE PAULINO, Opinions Editor

Young Justice

Young Justice is a show about teenagers from the DC comics with special powers
who want to prove they have what it takes to save the
world from impending doom. These teens were sidekicks
but events led them to make their own team. Other former partners of League members join their group later in the show.
The storyline is full of mysteries that build upon each other.
The only time when the viewer has answers to their expanding list of
questions is at the end of the first season. Even then, there are questions
left to be answered in season two that keeps me at the edge of my seat to
see what would happen next.
The characters themselves are all extremely unique and play an important role in the episodes. Every one of them has their own unique
struggles on and off the team throughout the first season and as a
viewer I am always concerned with their well-being.
Similar Shows: Teen Titans, Legend of Korra, Avatar: The
Last Airbender

SARAH TAHKAR, Staff Writer

Sandy Diep, Senior

Big Bang Theory

Thinking back to grade school, the
topic of how the universe was created through
the Big Bang Theory gave me the impression that a
show with the same name would be a documentary about
theoretical phenomenon, but boy was I wrong. 		
This popular CBS sitcom focuses on two socially awkward
Caltech physicists, Sheldon and Leonard, whose lives are interrupted
by their polar opposite neighbor: a stereotypical blonde named Penny
who turns their scientifically organized world around. While Sheldon’s
lack of social understanding and IQ of 187 may be comical to most, the
show also uses countless sexual innuendos and geek humor that references Star Trek and comic books for a variety of audiences. Along with
their good friends and colleagues, Raj and Howard, it is the chemistry
among all of the characters that has kept viewers watching since
2007. As the characters go on “nerd rages” about practically everything and anything, it is the properly defined idiosyncrasies that
keep viewers interested. It’s a must-see!
Similar Shows: How I Met Your Mother, Friends, New Girl
TINA CHEN, Staff Writer
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